
Product Overview:
A guide to how it all works



My GroopChat Notifications 
of incoming 

activities

Update 
personal 
settings

Inset a 
brand logo

Brand the page 
with a 

customisable 
banner 

Create and 
view threads 

using the 
powerful 

filtering tool 

Create posts 
by writing in 

the open 
text box

Bring your 
post to life 

by inserting 
photos

Comment 
and like 

posts

Communicate with everyone in your group



Received 
invoices can 

be viewed 
here When 

clicking view 
and pay 

you're taken 
to  a new 

screen

Payment 
status shown 

here 

Simple invoice 
payment. Users 
pay the invoice 

by entering card 
details here 

Adding a 
message allows 

users to see 
what it is they 
are paying for 

My GroopPay
Manage all subscriptions, repeat payments and invoices



Events that a 
user has been 
invited to are 
viewed here 

Date and 
time of the 

event 

A detailed 
description of 

the event 

Response 
indicator to 

RSVP

View events 
in more detail 

by clicking 
here 

My Events
My Events enables me to keep track of all the activities



The name or 
names of the 

associated 
users under 

guardianship 

The status of the 
user will show 

here to indicate if 
this dependent 

has access to the 
platform

Displays if this 
dependant is 

under the 
care of a 
guardian 

My Dependants
Who else am I associated with?

Login on behalf 
of the user to 

respond to 
calendar 

invitations and 
pay invoices 



Export out 
the selected 

data columns 
for other 
purposes 

People
User management Add users to the 

database. Record 
required data 

metrics along with 
impact and 
outcomes

Filter the 
database by any 
record, down to 
a granular level 

for sophisticated 
data query 

handling 

Assign roles to 
individuals to 

grant them 
access full or 

limited access to 
the system 

Enable logins if 
required for 

user interaction 
within the 
platform

Create labels to 
filter users into 

groups and assign 
certain criteria 
such as skills or 
qualifications



Roles
Role management 

An overview 
of all created 

roles

Add specific 
roles to your 
groop giving 
users certain 
permissions

Choose specific 
privileges to grant 
the user by moving 
selected ones with 

the arrows



Labels
Manage all your user, event and invoice labels 

Create a label 
with a title and a 

description

Switch between
people/user, 

event and 
invoice label 
management

An overview of 
all categories 

and labels



Customisable Fields
Create your own unique fields

Add new 
customisable 

fields

Choose new 
field layout

Choose where 
you want to 

create a new 
custom field

Edit and delete 
customisable 

fields



Create 
events 
simply

Filter events 
quickly and 

easily with the 
powerful 

filtering tool 

Run quick 
reports using the 
CSV output from 

any filtered 
result

An overview 
of all past 

and present 
events 

Events
Create activities and events



Invite a filtered set, 
all users or an 

individual within the 
platform who can 
then RSVP to aid 

planning and 
attendance 

Create an 
event plan or 
guide to track 

against 
outcomes

All data stored 
against an 

activity can be 
reported on 

Evaluate an 
event for 

further 
analysis, 

learnings and 
outcome 
reporting 

Add labels to an 
event to record 

specific data and 
outcomes 

Log, filter and 
report on events 
with date, time, 

locations and 
users information 

Event Details
An overview of your event information



View, filter and 
report on 
previous 

emails

An overview of all 
emails - previous 

and future 
communications

Powerful filtering 
options for 

recipients by any 
data filter, on any 
record, including 

GDPR preferences 

Create tailored 
emails to a 

filtered set, all 
users or an 
individual 

Communications
Communicate with everyone via Email



Filter by any 
invoice field 
and export 

payment 
histories

Filter and 
select the 

invoice 
recipients

Invoice 
overview 

information at a 
glance

Prepare, save
and organise 

invoices to send 
on a specific

date

GroopPay Admin
Manage all subscriptions, payments and invoices

Set-up repeat 
payments to 

receive direct 
debits 



Documents can 
be placed within a 

hierarchy and 
inherited by all, 

or a filtered 
selection of, sub 

groups

Quality assured 
resource library

including all 
governance material

and templates

A secure place 
to store all 

documents and 
files 

Resources
Safe and secure Cloud Storage including the 

Groop quality assured governance library



Run reports on 
user and event 
data. Choose a

report from the 
drop down

Run 
selected 
reports

Reports
Run reports on all of your data

Choose date 
ranges to 
report on 

specific periods



Stripe account 
connection 

status -
enabling online 

payments 

All address 
information–

including
multiple 
locations

Record all 
relevant group 

contact 
information 

Groop name 
and type of 

activities 

Groop Settings
Information associated with your 'Groop'


